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Outsourcing and Trade in a Spatial World

by

Hartmut Egger and Peter Egger 

Abstract

This paper provides an analysis of outsourcing and trade in a spatial model à la Hotelling. In 
this setting, we discuss the trade-off between transport-cost-related disadvantages and 
outsourcing-induced production cost advantages of a large economy. The model gives a rich 
picture of possible trade and welfare effects of a movement towards free trade and points to the 
role of national transport costs for explaining these effects. Moreover, it gives economic 
insights in the countries’ incentives to lower tariffs and to participate in free trade agreements 
with partner countries that differ in size and economic capacity. 
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Non-Technical Summary 

Modern industrial production follows the paradigm of a high degree of fragmentation of production 
between firms both within and across national borders. Consequently, the determinants but also the 
consequences of the ever smaller range of activities that are carried out within the boundaries of a single 
firm have reached the limelight of interest of economists in recent years. As far as the international trade 
literature is considered, many of the available models on outsourcing of production stages either ignore 
trade costs at all or they only account for international barriers to trade. Hence, spatial aspects of 
countries and the associated national transport costs are typically not considered. Nonetheless, the 
consideration of and the distinction between national and international trade costs obviously represents an 
interesting feature of a model on both final and intermediate goods transactions and outsourcing 
decisions.

To provide a rigorous discussion on how country size and the magnitude of national transport costs 
interact in determining both the pattern of trade and the welfare effects of trade liberalization is the goal of 
this paper. For this, we set up a spatial model à la Hotelling, which allows us to account for the 
geographical dimension of countries, hence, both national and international trade costs, in an adequate 
way.

In such a setting, country size has two effects. On the one hand, country size is positively related to an 
economy’s sheer geographical space. A larger geographical dimension implies for a given number of final 
goods producers a larger distance between consumers and producers. Therefore, transport cost 
expenditures will be higher. This leads to a transport-cost-related size disadvantage of a large economy. 
On the other hand, the geographical size of a country is positively correlated with its population size. 
Accordingly, the degree of specialization may also be higher in large economies. This argument is closely 
related to Adam Smith’s idea of the division of labour. Consequently, larger economies should be 
characterized by a higher degree of fragmentation and national outsourcing under autarky. This gives rise 
to an outsourcing-induced production cost advantage of a large economy. 

Based on this idea, we investigate the trade-off of being large: the transport-cost-related size 
disadvantage and the outsourcing-related production cost advantage. With regard to the trade pattern 
between two asymmetrically sized economies, our analysis reveals the main fundamentals, determining 
which country exports and which country imports final output. Based on these insights, the presented 
model allows us to discuss the role of national transport costs for the welfare effects of trade liberalization. 
This can be done for both the short run with given firm locations and the long run where firms can change 
the location of their production plant. 

It turns out that the final goods exporting country always benefits from trade liberalization, while the 
welfare effects are less clear-cut for the final goods importing country. However, if there is outsourcing in 
the free trade equilibrium both large and small countries can simultaneously gain from trade liberalization. 
This result points to the relevance of outsourcing opportunities in understanding the pace of global 
integration in recent years. Specifically, it provides an economic reasoning for the willingness of countries 
to lower their tariffs and to enter a free trade agreement with partner countries that differ in size and 
economic capacity. 

Our analysis also contributes to the discussion on market thickness effects of international openness. 
Similar to earlier studies, we can show that falling trade barriers have an impact on the structure of 
industrial production. Hence, they determine whether firms produce integrated or outsource manufacture 
of inputs. However, our results make clear that this may lead to devastating effects of trade liberalization 
regarding the degree of vertical fragmentation in the production of final output. This is a novel insight 
which is in contrast to McLaren's "law" of increasing outsourcing. The potential negative effects of trade 



liberalization on the intensity of fragmentation and outsourcing may also be of particular interest for future 
empirical research on this issue. 
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